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Note: Question l{o. 1 is Compulsory
Atternpt an,v three out of the remaining fir,e que stions

Assnrnptions made should be clearly stated

Q. I Atternpt an;r four sub-questioirs.

a) Construct the Finite Atrtomata for binary umber divisible by 2

Marks:80

b) Design FA for decimal number divisible by 5
c) G;ve formal definition of Turing Machine
d) State and explain closure properties of regular languages

e) Construct DFA accepting all the strings corresponding to the Regular expression
l* 0 I ( 0 + ll ) *

Q2.a) Construct the following gradrmar to CNF
S)Ba/aB
A)bAA laSla
B)aBB/bSib

b) Design Moore machine for binary adder.

Q3.a) Design a DFA co'responding to the regular expression (a+bi* aba (a+b)*

b) Define CFG, obtain CGF for the follorving grammar
(l 10+1 l)* (10)*

b) construct a TM for 2's complement of a binary number. Simulate it for I 0 I 0

Q5. a) Let G be th; grammar. Find the leftmost derivation, rightmost derivarion and parse
tree for the string tJ01222.

G: S--0SllAl28le
a;r*l28le
B;-28le

Q4.a) Design a PDA for CFL that checks the well formedness of parenthesis i.e. the language L of
all balanced string of tw'o t-vpes of parenthesis "( )" and "[ ]".Trace the sequence of moves
raade corresponding to input string [( ) ( ))]. (10)
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b) Consider the CFG S)aSb I bsa I SS I e . consider the string bubbubouuababb .prove thet
gl\,en grammar is ambiguous by generating more than one parse tree for a given string (10)
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Q6. Write shor{ notes on

a) Applications of Auromata Theory
b) Chomsky Hierarch-v

c) Porver and lirnitations of PDA
d ) Halting Problern.

(20)
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